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1. State of the Laboratory 

Initials! 

A free association of Fermilab 
a c ti vi ties generates a fog of letters, 
usually in the Latin alphabet. These 
swim, vi brate, float, and occasionally 
clump t ogether like quarks in the early 
uni verse. They form TeV, CDF, SSC, 

DOE, URA, and just when each grouping 
begins to convey significance, nonsense 
arrangements appear: LEP, PEP, YEP, 
and AEC, BEC, DEC, and 0 SAY CAN YOU 
SEE. 

Steady! 

This is a serious annual report. 
The fi f th in the reign of the author. 
And it behooves us to have an incisive 
review of 1983 and an inspiring percep
tion of the future. After all, each 
such annual report has such a review-
has a basic theme, has a lesson. It is 
t i me to review the reports. 

In 1979 we noted that HEP was in a 
revolutionary state, that 
Fermilab would have pp col
lisions by 1983, that the 
Energy Saver was underway and 
that our funding was too low. 

In 1980 we reviewed the state of high
energy physics and how the 
Tevatron program would impact. 
We discussed the theoretical 
desert and the success of the 
Left Bend. We were concerned 
with the stability of Saver 
magnets but tried to describe 
a Gottingen-on-the-Prairie en
vironment. We wept bitter 
tears about the funding prob
lems. 

In 1981 we were reduced to Shubert 
Lieder and in particular the 
one that sang: 

Beautifu~ Science ! in how 
many gr'ey hour' S 
When ~ife 's comp~ications 
ove r'7JJhe ~m me 
Have you kind~ed w r'm ~ove 
wit h your' power's 
And char'med me into a 
better' wOr'~d . 

We proudly defined the Energy 
Saver project as "mature." We were 
cautiously optimistic about a new TeV I 
design but were alarmed at European 
pace which, we said, threatened to 
convert collaborative competition into 
subservience. And we were strident 
about our underfunding. 

In 1982 we looked f o rwa rd, sideways, 
and backward to the end of the 
"old 400 GeV" machine. It was 
the tenth anniversary of the 
exper.imental program and we 
also gave fulsome albeit un
necessary praise to the theo
rists. The Saver had done the 
"3/4-A sector" test which 
greatly encouraged all of us. 
Oh yes, we described a Dedi
cated Collider and the Deser
tron was mentioned. We prayed 
earnestly for more money. 



We come to 1983, a year in which 
our funding prayers were substantially 
answered. It was also a year made 
immortal by the operation of the Energy 
Saver. This is des cri bed here in ade
quate detail by Helen Edwards. Her 
article will be an important part of 
the history of our times since it is 
clear that the successful operation of 
the Saver has significance for the 
science that is now being done 
(TeV II), for the science to be done 
soon (TeV I) and for the long range 
future of this subject as it evolves 
worldwide. 
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The truly spectacular happening 
capping the 512-GeV exploit of July 3, 
its subsequent media blitz, and the 
spectacular lab-wide party that 
followed--the really splendid happening 
was the start of Tevatron physics on 
October 1, 1983. We started with a 
partly held-over 400-GeV program--the 
idea being to learn a lot about the 
machine before facing the very diffi
cult problems of operation at high 
intensi ty close to the domain where the 
magnets may "quench." This has in fact 
been very fruitftil. The gradually 
improving efficiency, the achievement 
of a 15 second spill, the improvement 
in our control of beam orbitry, the 
exercise of the new switchyard and 
cryogenic beam lines--all are histor
ical milestones in the art of acceler
ators. Studies of the machine have 
been encouraging for TeV I (storage 
ti mes in excess of 30 hours) and the 
SSC (successful deceleration of the 
injected beam to 60 GeV). The 400-GeV 
program will terminate early in 
February and, in a three week shutdown, 
an important test of the TeV I collider 
option wi 11 be ins taIled: the "low S" 
quadrupoles in the BO straight sections 
will teach us how to run the accelera
tor in the collider mode. When we 
resume in March, it should be in the 
700-800 GeV range and an entirely new 
set of problems will be encountered and 
the results described in the '84 Annual 
Report. 

What we are witnessing is the 
gradual restoration of Fermilab as an 
operating laboratory. We have still 
much to build and we will be building 
through part of 1986, but there is a 
revival of spirit that comes from doing 
physics again--a new-old sweetness of 
mood. Even the complaints are a joy: 
"the spill has 60 cycle ripple," "the 
cafeteria closes too soon, "we des
perately need another week ••• " etc. 
The physics start is impressive. 

E-400, a collaboration of 
Colorado/Fermilab/Illinois/Milan/Pavia, 
is a third-generation attempt to capi
talize on the enormous production of 
charmed particles by neutrons. The key 
here is an active target that will 
respond to the finite lifetime of the 
charmed objects. A large effort from 
Fermilab/Stony Brook/CERN/KEK/Columbia/ 
University of Washington (E-605) has 
begun the study of leptons and hadrons 
at transverse momenta near the kine
matic limit. In the current data 
taking, they hope to address curious 
effects observed when very hard col
lisions take place in nu c lear t a rgets. 

E-609, an Argonne/Lehigh/Rice/ 
Penn/Argonne/Wisconsin co llaboration, 
is looking at quark-pair emission via 
identified "j et" pairs. Any doubts 
about the fact that quarks appear a s 
jets were resolved by the CERN pp col
lider work. This makes the present 
experiments interesting in new ways. A 
Chicago/Princeton (E-615) group concen
trates on the quark-antiquark annihila
tion process and, in particular, an 
arcane theoretical prediction that goes 
to the heart of our current favorite 
(QCD) strong interaction theory. The 
highest priority has gone to E-715 
which involves Chicago/Elmhurst/ 
Fermilab/lowa State/University of Iowa/ 
Yale/Leningrad. This curious mixture 
has the obligation of settling a baf
fling dispute between four previous 
experiments and an unassailable theory 
of Professor N. Cabibbo which insists 
that electrons arising from the decay 
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E 7 I 5 IS HONORED AND PROUD TO BE 
THE FIRST ENERGY SAVER USER 

OCTOBER I. 1983 
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TEVATRON II EXPERIMENTS 
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of the sigma minus come off in a par
ticular direction. In addition to all 
of this data taking, two test beams are 
busy calibrating and testing apparatus 
for future runs . 

E691 (WITHERALU 
- EJ 

PB E587 (CU1ALAJ) 
E683 (CORf1ELU 

NEW BEAMS 

MP POLARIZED PROTON BEAM 

E5LIO(LOKEN) 
E665(KIRK) 

r~\oI HIGH QUA LITY TAGGED PION BEAt1 
NM BIMODAL MUON BEAM 
NP PRm'PT NEUTRINO BEAM 
PB WIDE BAND NEUTRAL BEAM 

In what follows, we touch on some 
of the highlights of Laboratory acti vi
ties. In no way do we claim complete
ness . 

Tevatron II 

The Tevatron II Proj ect is midway 
through its official lifetime, and 
(like other middle-aged organisms) 
there are some accomplishments behind, 
significant challenges ahead, and lots 
of present acti vi ty. The proj ect end 
is also now visible and stimulates 
thoughts of mortali ty and the impulse 
t o sum up the gains that will accrue at 
completion. Manager Torn Kirk and 
Deputy Ray Stefanski are the summer 

uppers. Implementation takes place 
mainly in the Experimental Areas. 

Nineteen eighty-three was a year 
of change for the Experimental Areas . 
It was the first full year after the 
reorganization that combined three 
previously separate departments into 
one . Hence, 1983 was a year for mold
ing and testing the new organization, 
and the tests were not easy . Not only 
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New Meson beam enclosure upstream of the Meson Detector Building. 

did this group have the responsi bili ty 
for implementing the beam line changes 
inherent in the Tevatron II program but 
they became an operating group as of 
October 1, 1983, with the responsibil
ity for tuning and stabilizing the 
various beams which were required for 
the program. 

To cap all of this, experiments 
due to run in the spring of '84 had to 
be ins tailed when areas became ready. 
Direction of this group changed from 
the founding leader, Ken Stanfield (who 
moved to the Business Office), to Roger 
Dixon. 

In the Meson Area, three beam 
lines have been rebuilt and are being 
commissioned. They are the new M-East 

beam line which presently serves E-605, 
the MT beam which delivers protons to 
E-609, and the MB beam which serves as 
a tes t beam for the old M4 area. Some 
of the major new components in these 
beam lines include five (5) cryogenic 
bends, 3 jn ME and 2 in MT. A new cry
ogenic refrigeration center was con
structed in the Meson Area to service 
these bend points. This center includes 
3 satellite refrigerators. In addi
tion, the beam enclosures just upstream 
of the Meson Detector Building have 
been modified to allow future installa
tion of the new MW, Me, and MP beam 
lines. In the 1 TeV plan, primary 
protons for these beam lines will be 
delivered to target piles located in 
the detector building. A 3-way split 
to the Meson Area now exists in the 
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Installation of Tevatron II one-meter bubble chamber steel in Lab F. 

switchyard. In the future it will be 
possi ble to run ME, MW, and one of MC, 
MP, or MB simultaneously and indepen
dently. 

Neutrino Area activities include 
construction of Lab G, Lab F, and modi
fication of Lab E. In addition, some 
of the upstream beam pipe for the new 
muon beam were installed as well as 
modifications to NWI to accommodate the 
new beam. In preparation for the con
struction of the new Muon Laboratory, 
the Chi cago Cyclot ron Magnet was moved 
from the old muon laboratory and is 
being installed at the new laboratory. 
In the neantime, the old muon lab will 
house the NW test beam facili ty wi th 
many users lining up to make use of 
it. Other work in the Neutrino Area 

includes the construction of the new N
East hadron beam. This beam will be 
transported to Lab D for initial use by 
E-6S3. The bubble-chamber crews are 
busy outfitting the IS-foot bubble 
chamber with a new laser holography 
system that should provide IOO-micron 
resolution in the chamber. 

In the Proton Area, the three 
primary beam lines have been upgraded 
to I-TeV capability. The upgrade 
included the installation of one new 
cryogenic bend string to service the PW 
primary beam line. Also, five super
conducting quadrupoles have been 
installed in PE. One satellite refrig
erator was installed for each beam 
line. In addition, a new enclosure 
(PE2) was constructed to house the 
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Lambertson magnets which will eventu
ally spli t the new Wide Band Beam from 
the PE primary beam. A new quadrupole 
enclosure for P-Center (PC2) was also 
constructed as part of the same con
tract. 

Since the reorganization, it was 
also necessary to consolidate the oper-

ation of the three areas. The Opera
tions Center is temporarily located in 
the NS3 service building while a new 
building is being constructed just 
north of NS3. It is anticipated that 
the operations for the next physics run 
beginning in the fall of 1984 will be 
centered in the new Operations Center. 
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Delivery of new computer equipment to Wilson Hall. 

Computing at Fermilab 

During the last year, the load on 
the Central Computing Facility at 
Fermilab has grown to levels which have 
brought the system to complete satur
ation. This saturation had been pro
jected to occur at this time when the 
present system of three Cyber 175's was 
ordered in 1979. Consequently we 
authorized the acquisition of addition
al equipment. For the acquisition, a 
fully competitive bid procedure was 
utilized. The winner was a dual 
Control Data Cyber 875 processor with 
750K words of storage. 

The new CDC hardware will be 
delivered stepwise over the next 20 
months, first one CPU and then a 
second. It also provides for addition
al peripherals, including tape drives, 
disk drives, and printers. By the end 
there will be the equivalent of seven 
Cyber 175 CPU's installed in the Cen
tral Computing Facility. The addition
al disks to be delivered will more than 
double the presently available disk 
storage capability, bringing the total 
to 30 gigabytes. 
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Another major change in the Cen- . 
tral Computing Facility is the addition 
of a Network Systems Hyperchannel local 
area network. This is a 50 megabit co
axial cable system capable of trans
ferring files among all of the machines 
connected to it over distances spanning 
a few hundred feet. All the existing 
large computers currently installed on 
the 7th and 8th floors of Wilson Hall 
will be connected to this network. 
Thus, the existing Cyber 175 complex 
will be on the system as will the new 
875 processor. In addition, the IBM 
business computer, recently changed 
from a model 4331 to a 4341, will be 
connected to the Hyperchannel. At the 
end of the year, two 4 megabyte VAX's 
with 2.7 gigabyte of disk storage 
capacity will also be installed and 
connected to the Hyperchannel. These 
VAX computers will serve as an alter
nate front end to any computer con
nected to the Hyperchannel for those 
users who prefer that route into the 
system. This facility will be partic
ularly attractive for those programs 
which only run on VAX's. 

The most important feature of the 
Hyperchannel is that once it is instal
led and working in a mature manner, it 
will be possible to add new computers 
into the network in a relatively 
straightforward manner. This will give 
us the future capability of adding 
powerful but not particularly user
friendly machines for additional 
compute functions. 

With the resumption of the experi
mental program this fall, the major 
effort in the Computing Department data 
acquisition and electronics support 
groups was to help experimenters with 
their experiments. The most signifi
cant part of this effort was in turning 
on systems with whole new architec
tures, consisting of coupled, multiple 
computer systems. The Computing 
Department has developed and is now 
distributing pairs of computers (either 
two PDP-II's or a PDP-II front-ending a 
VAX 11/780) to the largest of the 

experiments. The Department's efforts 
have included the integration of new 
hardware and the development of a large 
amount of new software. This new soft
ware is built on the software which is 
still in wide use in the good old 
single computer systems. 

Just as the data-acquisition com
puting has required significant new 
extensions of capability, so too has 
the electronics which resides between 
the particle detectors and the com
puters at the experiments. The inter
national high-energy physics community 
has combinad efforts to develop a new 
standard, called FASTBUS, which is 
directed at the specific distributed 
processing needs of the future detec
tors in this field. The Computing 
Department has participated in defining 
the specifications for this system, in 
evaluating prototype devices, and in 
preparing the software to use them. 
The software efforts in the Department 
include work on drivers for computer 
interfaces, general subroutines, a 
higher level interpretive language, and 
a data base and other system management 
tools. The Department also shoulders 
the responsibility for drafting and 
maintaining the internationally used 
standards for FASTBUS software. Com
mercially available FASTBUS devices are 
also beginning to enter the electronics 
pool and training of personnel on these 
new devices has begun in earnest. 

Projection of Computer Needs 
In Equivalent CYBER Hours 

1984 1985 1986 1987 

Proton Area 3 4 5 5 
Neutrino Area 1 1 1 1 
Meson Area 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Collider 1 3 10 16 
Accelerator 1 1 1 1 
Theory * * * * 
Sums 7.5 10.5 18.5 24.5 
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Looking further ahead, we convened 
a new Computer Advisory group chaired 
by Joe Ballam of SLAC and composed not 
so Dllch of users as of computer profes
sionals. The Ballam Report looked 
towards 1986 and confirmed our worst 
fears--the colliding detectors observ
ing 2-TeV collisions would swamp the 
system many times over. Their recom
mendations are very sweeping and a new 
acquisition study (looking towards '86) 
is underway to cope with the problem. 
In parallel we are trying to develop 

Report of the Ballam Committee 

specific computer architectures for our 
own specific problems. To this end we 
have formed an Advanced Computer Pro
gram group under Tom Nash. This group 
is designing a processor with track 
reconstruction and other Ferrnilab spe
cific problems in mind. Close liaison 
wi th CDF and other customers is essen
tial. This brings up CDF, one of our 
major construction projects. It gets a 
special section further on in this 
annual report. 

December 1983 
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Helen Edwards signs placard seen on the facing page. Her article on "The Startup 
of the Energy Saver" is next in this report. 

Technical Support Section 

The Technical Support Section is a 
1983 invention and is composed of 
groups whose nearly total commitment 
during the past four years has been the 
production of superconducting magnets 
and othe~ components . for the Energy 
Saver. The high point of 1983 was the 
delivery of the final magnet for the 
Saver ring, followed by the remarkably 
successful commissioning. Early in 
1983 the completion of this work al
lowed a shift of emphasis from the 
Saver to the- Tevatron I and Tevatron II 
projects. These new projects require 
the construction of nearly 700 conven
tional magnets and a large number of 
complex beam elect rodes for the anti
proton source and for higher energy 

beam lines for the experimental areas. 
The merging of the conventional magnet 
effort wi th the superconducting magnet 
facility, the mechanical design group 
and the machine shops to form the Tech
nical Support Section was in fact a way 
to meet the challenge of the TeV I and 
TeV II project schedules. This was 
done in 1983 and the section entrusted 
to the direction of Richard Lundy with 
Paul Mantsch as his deputy. The bulk 
of production manpower that once built 
Saver magnets is now hard at work on 
TeV I and TeV II magnets. 

Although the final production and 
measurement of the Saver magnets was 
completed in February of 1983, a 
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~Jhc 
In 

reduced work force remained to build 
spares as well as special purpose 
superconductor magnets. In particular 
high gradient quadrupoles needed for 
the colliding beams interaction region 
were built and tested. 

The Tevatron I project consists of 
the production of over 400 conventional 
magnets that make up the debuncher and 
accumulator rings as well as beam lines 
within the antiproton source. There 
are two sizes of quadrupoles and two 
sizes of dipoles. Each of these come 
in various lengths. Once complete, the 
magnets will be measured magnetically 
at the Magnet Test Facility using a 
newly designed data-acquisition system 
incorporating substantial improvements 
arising from our experience with meas-

uring over 1000 Saver magnets. 

Technical Support also started the 
fabrication of the beam pickup elec
trodes which are the heart of the 
antiproton cooling system. A fully 
electronic "traveler" (a quality con
trol document) was introduced to moni
tor electrode production by presenting 
assembly steps and recording quality 
control measurements. 

The Tevatron II effort consists of 
providing a variety of magnets for up
grade of the beam lines for 1000-GeV 
beam. There are about 275 new con
ventional magnets built for this pur
pose. An additional 50 Saver-type 
magnets were placed in the beam lines. 
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Prototype quadrupole for the Tevatron I project. 
the ends. 

Note shaping of the poles at 

During 1983 an effort was started 
within the Technical Support Section to 
develop magnet designs for the Super
conducting Super Collider (SSC). The 
unique contribution which Fermilab can 
bring to this project is of course our 
recent experience with the Energy 
Saver. Although effort has been in-
vested in both high field (8-10 Tesla) 
and superferric (2-3 Tesla) magnets, 

the focus of the work is an extrapola
tion of design concepts proven in the 
Saver. The program of magnet develop
ment'that was undertaken included mag
net design, field calculations, struc-
tural analysis, and an extensive 
modeling program. The goal of these 
activities is to build and test a 
string of production prototype SSC 
magnets in a period of three years. 
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Coil of a 2-in. superconducting dipole prototype. 
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Two stages in the Tevatron I tunnel construction. 
the lower photograph. 

Roof beams have been put in place in 



,. 
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Aerial view of the Tevatron I tunnel construction. 

TevatronI 

The year 1983 saw the Tevatron I 
project make a great leap forward 
toward our goal of colliding-beams 
experiments with I-TeV protons and 1-
TeV antiprotons. The project, under 
John Peoples and Don Young, has roved 
from a largely design phase to a mature 
phase of construction and fabrication. 
Some of the impetus for our advance 
came from external events, but the 
largest factor was certainly the 
inspired perspiration of everyone 
working on Tevatron I. 

First, the external events. The 
great success of the CERN SPS Collider 
and the important physics results in 

1983 from that work confirmed what we 
already knew, that there is gold to be 
mined in the hills of pp physics at our 
higher energy. The CERN work shows 
that we are building a feasible system 
for doing physics. Considerable theo
retical work gives hints of interesting 
new phenomena in our energy range. In 
addi tion, the HEPAP-DOE decision to 
press forward with the Superconducting 
Super Collider as the step for the 
1990's gives Tevatron I additional 
importance as the U.S. hadron-hadron 
collider of the 1980's. 

These bright stimuli pale into 
insignificance compared with the drive 
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Tom Petrak (left) of Meyer Tool and Joel Misek assemble a prototype Tevatron I rf 
cavi ty. 

Cover from the Tevatron Phase 1 Project Design Report. 

of the Tevatron I people to IIDve their 
project along. In 1983, this drive has 
produced prototypes of all the major 
pieces of hardware in the antiproton 
source. In addition, the experimental 
hall at BO has been completed and is 
now in use by the Laboratory. 

The low-beta superconducting mag
nets that make the bea~ neck down to a 

small waist for high luminosity at BO 
have been built and testing is virtual
ly complete. These magnets have higher 
fields and are IIDre difficult than the 
ordinary superconducting magnets of the 
Tevatron ring. Design work is going on 
for an equivalent low-beta system for 
the DO interaction region. We are also 
working on designing and building 
equipment for the overpasses that will 
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The Fermilab lithium bus and tra nsformer moun t e d at CERN for testing . The l e ns 
can be see n jutting out from the transformer aperture. '-later-cooling lines have 
not been connected in this photog raph. 

carry Main-Ring beam around the detec
tors at BO and DO. It goes without 
saying that in all of this, TeV I is 
Technical Service's best customer and 
vice versa. 

The architectural design of the 
ring and beam-transport enclosures, the 
roads, and the utilities were completed 
and construction of these facilities is 
in full swing. We will begin the 
installation of equipment in them in 
the spring of 1984. This design work 
was held up for a time in 1983 because 
our detailed orbit studies showed us 

that some design changes were needed in 
the Debuncher lattice and these changes 
affected the tunnel dimensions. 

One of the many gratifying areas 
of advancement was the lithium lens 
used to focus antiprotons immediately 
downstream of the production target. 
The li thium lens, invented at Novosi
birsk, is a challenging component 
because of its very large pulsed cur
rent and very large internal stresses. 
Our group built its own lithium lenses 
in 1983 and, after pulsing tests here, 
took one to CERN for tes ting in thei r 
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Prototype of a stochastic-cooling pickup for Tevatron I. 

antiproton production system. These 
tests were successful--the lens per
formed according to design, giving us 
confidence in our entire production 
scheme. 

Another difficult system that has 
made significant advances in 1983 is 
the stochastic-cooling hardware. Com
plete prototypes have been built and 
tested for the 1 to 2 GHz range, in
cluding, pickups, amplifiers, filters, 
and kickers. Their performance has 
reached the design goals. Work is also 
going on in the 2 to 4 GHz range. Here 

the prototype systems are close to the 
design goals. Included in this work is 
a new design feature, the use of super
conducting notch filters constructed 
from a 330-m long transmission line. 
The filter is used to shield the core 
of accumulated antiprotons from the 
thermal noise generated by the very 
high gain stack tail cooling system. 
This work is a collaboration among our 
own group, Lawrence Berkeley Labora
tory, and Argonne National Laboratory, 
and all have made solid contributions 
to the joint effort. 
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Ralph Pasquinelli (left) and Moyses Kuchnir lower a superconducting stochastic
cooling filter assembly into a dewar for tests. 
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We have already mentioned the 
conspiracy between TeV I and Technical 
Support to build 400 serious and nulti
tudes of smaller magnets for the 
Debuncher, Accumulator, the many beam
transport lines, and the overpasses. 

Many other components, such as 
kickers and rf cavities, have been 
tested experimentally in prototypes and 
are now being ordered for production. 
We have also ordered vacuum components, 

power supplies, 
nents, and many 
antiproton source 

control-system compo
other parts for the 
rings. 

A year from now we will have com
pleted the ring and will be deep in the 
throes of commissioning the Antiproton 
Source. The goal is to see the first 
pp collision in the Tevatron at 2 TeV 
in the center-of-mass before the 1985 
shutdown begins. 
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A fountain in the Main-Ring cooling pond. 

Business Services Section 

This was the year that Yale Uni
versi ty hired aFay our Business Mana
ger, threatening a total breakdown of 
Laboratory operations. The cr1S1S 
reminded us of a truism that the sec
tion which works best makes no trouble 
and does not appear in our annual 
review. We plotted a war on Yale. 
Cool heads prevailed and Ken Stanfield 
was bribed to take over provided he was 
helped by Jim Finks. Here is what he 
found out. 

Because of the major construction 
projects (TeV I, TeV II, and the 
Saver) , procurement activities for 
FY1983 increased 12% over FY1982, for a 
total of 29,176 requisitions. The dol-

lar value increased 59% for a total of 
$97.8M. Several major contracts were 
awarded including the Antiproton Ring 
Enclosures, the Industrial Center 
Building, and the Large Computer Facil
ity Augmentation. 

All of this purchasing and con
tracting activity was reflected in an 
increased workload for Shipping and 
Receiving, which receives materials, 
and Accounting, which pays the bills. 

Plant Maintenance activities 
included renovation of the Central 
Utility Building--painting inside and 
out, repair of pipe insulation and 
lines, etc. The Village natural gas 
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system 
thodic 
lines. 

was also 
protection 

refurbished 
added to 

and 
all 

ca
main 

Highlights of activities performed 
by Site Services include road and land
scaping improvements, rove of the brick 
Security Office to Site 50 because of 
muon tunnel work, repair of the ring 
pond dike system, several energy 
management projects, and upgrading of 
the pumping station at Casey's Pond. 
Additionally, the following facilities 
have been completed: Boos ter Gallery 
East Addition, shop facilities for 
Plant Maintenance, Magnet Storage and 
Assembly Buildings, and a new gymnas-

ium. These items, plus structural 
maintenance throughout the Laboratory, 
nearly doubled the volume of work per
formed by the Time and Materials gr oup 
to $6 . 2M. 

The Information Systems department 
is responsible for much of Fermilab' s 
administrative data processing, partic
ularly those applications of a business 
nature. Due to their efforts, we can 
look forward to automated purchasing, 
accounting, and requisitions systems in 
the future. 

Yes, Virginia, there is a Bus~ness 

Services Section. 

Safety Section 

Another vital cog, left out of 
several annual reports, is SAFETY. 
This Laboratory takes safety very 
seriously. In 1983 leadership passed 
from unsung hero Lincoln Read to not 
even (yet) unsung hero Larry Coulson. 

1. Radiation Safety 

The total personnel radiation dose 
for the Laboratory continued to de
crease, as it has steadily since 1974. 
The 1982 total was 110 person-rems, and 
since protons were not accelerated dur
ing most of 1983, this year's doses 

:? have been considerably lower. The dose 
levels we experience are well below the 
permissi ble levels set by the U. S. EPA 
and DOE. 

Radioactive waste storage and 
handling systems have been improved. 
Over 14,000 cu. ft 'of radioactive waste 
was shipped for burial for FY1983. A 
higher capacity solar evaporator was 
constructed this spring, and 1900 gal
lons of tritiated water was evaporated, 
resulting in a considerable cost sav
ings. 

The 4th Edi tion of the Radiation 
Guide was issued in May. A number of 
changes in requi rements and procedures 
have been made to reflect the changing 

nature of radiation safety problems at 
Fermilab. 

2. Environment and Safety 

Occupational injury rates fell 
dramatically compared to previous 
years . This change is attributed to 
programmatic follow-up of work injur
ies. Below is a table showing the 
Total Reportable Case (TRC), Lost Work 
Case (LWC), and Lost Work Day (LWD) 
rates for 1982 and 1983. Rates are 
normalized to incidence p~r 200,000 
person-hours. 

Index 1982 1983* 

TRC 2.4 0.87 
LWC 2.3 0.66 
LWD 16.6 4.7 

* Statistics collected through third 
quarter 

The Lab's industrial hygiene pro
gram got a big boost with the addition 
of an industrial hygienist and two 
industrial hygiene coop students. Day
to-day problems such as sampling the 
industrial environment and consulting 
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on exposures are now handled in a 
timely fashion. In addition, a system
atic review of industrial hygiene 
hazards has been initiated to more 
precisely characterize the working 
environment at the Lab. Reviews of 
personal protective equipment, chemical 
carcinogens, cyanide plating opera
tions, and teratogens have produced 
numerous improvements. 

The extensive use of liquefied 
gases in superconducting systems has 
caused the Lab to adopt rigid controls 
to prevent suffocation from accidental 
leaks. The Lab has developed and built 
area oxygen monitors which are superior 
to those available commercially. The 
approximately 150 monitors are employed 
largely in the accelerator ring and 
associated areas. 
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King Yuen Ng and daughter are being served at an evening event during the 12th 
International Conference on High-Energy Accelerators held at Fermilab in August. 

Laboratory Services 

Man and Woman do not 
quarks alone, they crave bread 
and other things supplied 
Services, and Lab Services is 
by Chuck Marofske. 

live by 
and wine 
by Lab 
directed 

Laboratory Services is responsible 
for human resource support activities 
of the organization. Specific func
tions are quite varied in resonsibility 
and include housing, food services, 
employee recreation, library services, 
photography, dupli cating, publications, 
medical, employment, personnel adminis
tration, equal opportunity, and public 
information. 

Certainly one of the highlights of 
this year's activity was serving as 

host to the International Accelerator 
Conference in August. The Publications 
Office served as a conference organiza
tion and coordination center. We also 
organized a Laboratory open house event 
in September and welcomed close to 
10,000 visitors on a Sunday afternoon. 
This was the third open house event in 
Laboratory history and it featured 
tours of facilities, pictorial displays 
and presentations by staff members. 

During the past year we expanded 
our capabilities in video presentations 
to augment training efforts, introduce 
a series of supplemental retirement 
annui ty options for employees, and 
added another HMO option to the 
employee benefit program. 
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Light parabola sculpture, the creation 
instructor, for the 12 th International 
held at Fermilab in August, 1983. 

Programs to provide student learn
ing experiences at the high school and 
college level continued as an active 
adjunct. General employment levels 
continued to grow and the emphasis on 
advance technology in recruiting inten
sified. Attention to the special 
requirements for workers entering the 
Main Ring enclosure to perform acti v
ities necessitated the implementation 
of new medical testing practices in the 
occupation health services offices. 
Many employees and candidates were 
tested against standards set for tunnel 
work activities. 

of Charles Derer, a College of DuPage 
Conference on High-Energy Accelerators, 

Our day care facility received 
attention from schools of education as 
a model resource for practical student 
learning experiences. 

These are just some of the events 
which provide diversion from our on
going regular responsiblites to keep 
the human resources of the Laboratory 
effectively capable of meeting the 
challenge of producing new science. 
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Fermilab Astrophysics Group 

This novelty was briefly mentioned 
in our previous Annual Report. It is 
led by Edward (Rocky) Kolb and Michael 
Turner. 

The Theoretical Astrophysics Group 
at Fermi National Accelerator Labora
tory is jointly funded by NASA and 
Fermilab. The offices for the group 
are located in Wilson Hall on the west 
side of the building, interspersed 
among the offices of members of the 
Theory Group. Although the group is 
administratively not part of the Theory 
Group, there is substantial overlap in 

the interests and work of the two 
groups. 

At present, the group consists of 
two staff members, three postdocs, a 
secretary, and one permanent part-time 
visitor. The visitor position will be 
filled by an 18-month visit by Alex 
Szalay, starting in June 1984, and a 2-
month visit by Bernard Carr, starting 
in April 1984. In addition, David 
Schramm spends approximately one day 
per week at Fermi lab. The arrangement 
with Schramm is expected to continue 

- indefinitely. 
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This page is printed on stationery for Inner Space/Outer Space, a Conference on Physics at 
the Interface of Astrophysics/Cosmology and Particle Physics. 

The group sponsors a 
physics Seminar, which is 
by people invited from 
Laboratory, and a weekly 
Lunch where IJX)re informal 
talks are given (usually 
personnel). 

weekly As t ro
usually given 
outside the 
Astrophysics 
reports and 
by Fermilab 

Plans are being made for a large 
conference on "Physics at the Interface 
of Astrophysics/Cosmology and Particle 
Physics" to be held at Fermilab on May 
2-5, 1984. (This will be the first 
large conference on this subject.) The 
meeting was originally planned as a 
small workshop, but the response to the 
ini tial announcement was so great that 
we have changed it to a conference for
mat. 

The goals of the group are mani
fold. The foremost goal of the group 
is to do exciting and visible science 
at the interface of particle physics 
and cosmology/astrophysics. In partic-

ular, the latest experimental and theo
retical developments in particle phys
ics will be exploited to further our 
understanding of the origin and large
scale structure of the universe. In 
addition, cosmological and astrophysi
cal data will be used to place con
straints on particle physics theories 
[by using the results of the big-bang 
experiment (EOOO)]. Although the main 
thrust of the group will always be 
astrophysics related to particle 
physics, some effort will be made to 
keep the Fermilab scientific community 
aware of breakthroughs in other areas 
of astrophysics. 

Research in the group at present 
is being done in the areas of infla
tion, galaxy formation with exotic 
particles, monopoles and astrophysics, 
cosmology of theories in IJX)re than four 
dimensions, cosmological effects of 
supergravi ty, and high-energy cosmi c 
rays. 

Local Organizing Committee 

E. W. Kolb/M. S. Turner (Chair) D. Lindley, K. Olive, C. Quigg, D. N. Schramm, D. Seckel 
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Prospice 

What is in store in eighty-four? 
During the summer shutdown (to build 
the proton beam line which will produce 
P's for TeV I and several other 
projects) we will fix Saver devices 
that need fixing and strive for as high 
as energy as we can reach. This may 
involve replacing some weak magnets. 
Another longer range prospect under 
design is to lower the temperature of 
the helium coolant by about one-half 
degree in order to gain about 100 GeV 
of magnet field. This will involve a 
major upgrade of the refrigeration sys
tem but will see only conceptual design 
in '84. 

The experimental program for the 
fall of '84 will be even richer than 
the spring program. We hope to have 
ten experiments take data in that 
running period. The crucial issue is 
the funding level required to carry out 
the program. Funny that we didn't men
tion it but '84 will be a difficult 
year. Although it's difficult to 
reconci Ie the words "crucial" and 
"boring," the funding issue is both 
and, except for this brief record, more 
for history than anything else, we skip 
to a more fun theme: the SSC. 

In spi te of what appeared to us as 
agon1z1ng slowness, the prospects for 
building a 20-TeV hadron collider have 
substantially improved since January of 
1983. Notably, the HEPAP decision in 
July was to put forward the idea of the 
SSC as its highes t priori ty. In the 
fall, the DOE in principle accepted the 
idea by offically asking Congress to 
reprogram funds for SSC R&D. The con
ceptual schedule as we now can guess it 
is to have a management consortium 
identified and an R&D director 
appoi nted by spri ng of '84. This 
parallels a paper reference design to 
be completed by May 1, '84. Meanwhile, 
all the laboratories have some assign
ment recognized by DOE but, hopefully, 
to be coordinated by the SSC R&D 
Director as soon as he or she is 

appointed. Fermilab is scraping every 
pot to free up talent for its contri
butions. Technical Services under Dick 
Lundy and Paul Mantsch had been working 
on a 5T magnet based upon the Saver 
design. Joe Lach heads up a small 
group looking at the possibility that 
Fermilab could provide the injection 
for the SSC ring. We are aided by the 
Geological Survey and by other State 
agencies, since the Governor of 
Illinois seems convinced that the Higgs 
problem should be solved under the 
cornfields of Kane County. We are 
obligated to study this question. 

We should be very pleased with 
1983. The Tevatrpn (nee Saver) has all 
the earmarks of working. The long 
range future of the field is to our 
tastes. Whereas I began this review by 
mocking our own seemingly perennial 
concerns with funding, I do remain 
convinced that this is a very serious 
determinant in our ability to get phys
ics out of the Tevatron. Nichevo! The 
science is tremendously exci ting. I'd 
like to steal a few paragraphs from our 
new, firm, unwavering five-year plan, 
forced out of our secret places by DOE 
requi rements. There, where it says to 
fill out the form: Director's Over
view, I scribbled: 

our fascination with quarks, lep
tons, the forces of nature and 
their underlying symmetries are 
among the most "natural" (and 
hence most profound) activites in 
which humans engage themselves. 
A child asks questions: "Where 
does the sun go at night?" "What 
keeps the stars from falling 
down?" "How many words do I have 
inside of me?" 

It takes only a small amount 
of poetry to recognize these as 
questions wholly appropriate to 
high-energy physics (or molecular 
biology ••• ). Nothing to fear-
the child goes to school and 



learns how to think "properly." 
He bends to organized constraints 
and grows up. He grows up to 
become a lawyer or policeman or 
doctor or sanitation worker. But 
some children don't grow up and 
they become high-energy physi
cists (or molecular biolo
gi s ts ••• ) • 

The state of high-energy 
physics in 1983 is crystallized 
by the discovery, at CERN, of the 
Wand Z bosons, putting the 
finishing touches to the Standard 
Picture. The Standard Picture is 
a snapshot of our understanding 
of the physical universe. This 
has three generatio.ns of quarks 
ann leptons, and three gauge 
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theories of forces, two of which 
are collected into the electro
weak quantum field theory, car
ried by a family of gauge bosons: 

o + -y , Z, W, W. The Standard 
Picture encompasses and is in 
accord wi th all of the data that 
have been obtained in all of the 
world's particle physics labor
atories. As such it is an intel
lectual edifice of monume T: t a l 
proportions. But the past five 
years have led to a growing con
sensus that the Standard Picture 
is a far from complete descrip
tion of the physical universe. 

The limitations of the 
Standard Picture are in part 
i.llustrated by the di fficulty of 



incorporating the strong forces 
with the electroweak into a Grand 
Unified Theory and by the puz
zling lack of conformi ty of the 
masses, for example, of the pho
ton and the ZOo 

The situation may be com
pared to a group of mountain 
climbers, ascending the final 
slopes toward the summit. A long 
steep field is rapidly traversed 
and base camp (the Standard 
Picture) is made but the way 
seems to be blocked by a steep 
wall. For the past five years or 
so, all attempts to find a way up 
have failed. In our romantic 
metaphor, we know the summit is 
there, data provided by astro-
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physics f rom the early uni ve rs e 
assure us of this and provide 
clues and constraints to the way 
up. 

The task for physics is to 
continue to examine the domain of 
the Standard Picture--of 100 
GeV and less in the effective 
energy of point-like collisions. 
Surely the new physics beyond 
must leave tracks at lower 
energy. This involves precision 
and variety. We must look at 
hadron-hadron, lepton-lepton, and 
lepton-hadron collisions. We must 
examine the nature of the forces 
that bind quarks and the smallest 
corrections to the electroweak 
processes. A maj or cont ri bution 
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The Control Room on Sunday, July 3, at 3:37 p.m. as the Energy Saver reached its primary 
design goal and accelerated protons to 512 GeV, a new world record for accelerators. This 
photograph also appears on the cover of this report. 



to this search wi 11 be the Teva
troll's fixed-target program (TeV 
II) with secondary and tertiary 
beams of protons, neutrons, 
pions, kaons, hyperons, photons, 
muons, and neutrinos. This effort 
will be greatly aided by the SLC 
e+e- collider at SLAC and the 
similar effort at CERN, LEP. 
Data from Cornell's CESR, from 
LEP and Brookhaven's AGS will 
also contribute. 

And of course we must con
tinue to raise the energy beyond 
the W, Z domain--to look for 
handholds and crevices which will 
lead to the summi t. Teva t ron I, 
the collisions of protons and 
antiprotons at 2 TeV, effectively 
400 GeV of point-like collision 
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energy, will be the first look 
there. Ultimately, from what we 
can now perceive of the size and 
height of the wall, we will need 
much more energy. Only when we 
can go beyond 1 TeV in point-like 
energy--at least 20 TeV in the 
c.m. for hadron colliders, can we 
be sure that the wall we do see 
can be ove rcome. 

I ended with the remark that there must 
be something fine and admirable about 
an institution whose firm, unwavering 
fi ve year plan is revised so frequent
ly. 



/ 

J 
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II. Starting Up the Energy Saver 

Introduction 

The Energy Saver has occupied a 
large part of the attention of many 
Fermilab people for some years. All 
this work reached a climax in 1983. 
Installation was complete and cooldown 
of the final sector began in May. Beam 
was first injected into the completed 
Energy Saver Superconducting Accelera
tor on June 2, accelerated beam was 
first achieved on July 3, and resonant 
extracted beam first sent to the Beam 
Switchyard Area on August 2. A new 
energy record of 700 GeV was reached on 
August 12, during the 12th Interna-

tional Conference on High-Energy 
Accelerators. These events were the 
culmination of ten-and-a-half years of 
R&D, tests, construction, and instal
lation of the new accelerator system in 
the Main-Ring tunnel. The final goal 
of a 800 to 1000 GeV proton beam at 
approximately 2 x 10 13 ppp for fixed
target physics and p-p storage and 
collision at 1030 cm-2sec-1 awaits 
further tuneup and the construction of 
the p sou;ce (TeV I), but there is a 
story to tell of how we got to where we 
are. 

What is Different in This Accelerator? 

The use of superconducting magnets 
in a large accelerator brings with it 
the necessity for major new engineering 
systems and their control. Together 
the magnitudes of the overall amount of 
equipment, system complexity, and 
fragility of these new utility-like 
systems not only dwarf the corres
ponding components of the conventional 
accelerator, but also influence their 
design. The conventional components 
must also work effectively so that 
during early stages of commissioning, 
when overall reliability is not high, 
progress can be made toward obtaining 
an accelerated beam. 

The superconducting magnets 
require a large cryogenic system to 
supply both liquid helium at 4.7 K and 
liquid nitrogen. The cryogenic system 
for the Energy Doubler provides 24 kW 
of cooling at 4.7 K. This system is 
larger by several orders of magnitude 
than any previous one and its smooth 
operation is a maj or advance and 
triumph for its builders. 

The Energy Saver magnets require 
an "active" quench protection system in 

order that the magnet conductor is not 
damaged by overheating when a magnet 
goes normal and "quenches." The active 
protection system continuously monitors 
voltage across the magnet cells at 
about 250 points and detects any 
resistive component greater than a 
given threshold. Upon quench detec
tion, three things happen: a) 
Stainless-steel strips in the magnets 
adjacent to the coil are heated by 
discharging capacitors into them, thus 
causing uniform energy absorption in 
the quenched cell and reducing over
heating at isolated spots; b) The main 
bus current is diverted around the 
quenched cell through a bypass circuit 
external to the cryogenic system; c) 
The main power supplies are bypassed 
and dump resis tors are switched in to 
extract the total ring stored energy 
(350 MJ at 1000 TeV) with a 12-sec 
decay time constant. The quench
protection system is a ring-wide system 
with 24 microprocessors (one in each 
service building) which are in constant 
communication with one another. Each 
is constantly checking the voltage 
reading from its part of the magnet 
string. Any missed communication or 
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Helium storage tanks of the Energy Saver. 

noise can potentially 
magnet power system 
magnet accidentally. 

turn off 
or quench 

t he 
the 

The vacuum system for the super
conducting magnets is much more compli
cated than for a standard accelerator. 
The system consists of an outer insu
lating vacuum jacket with four isolated 
inner volumes, each of which must be 
leak-tight to the insulating vacuum. 
These volumes are a) the bore-tube 
high-vacuum region in which the beam 
runs; b) the single-phase helium space; 
c) the two-phase helium space; d) the 
nitrogen-shield space. Not only must 
one provide pumps and instrumentation 
for the two separate vacuum systems, 
but during installation, leak checking 
must be performed on the four separat e 

int e rnal v olumes where the flang e 
joints are not externally available for 
classical leak-check procedures. One 
potential advantage is that the beam 
vacuum bore tube is at low temperature 
and automatically provides very low 
pressure. 

Because of worry about the feasi
bility o f the operation of the cryo
genic system, the quench-protection 
system, and the vacuum system, special 
e Eforts were made early on in order to 
develop workable eng ineering plans, 
both for implementing the systems and 
for successful installation procedures. 
Very subs tantial efforts were required 
from the electrical eng inering and 
controls g r oups in order to meet the 
d e mands o f the "uti l ity systems" on a 
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First complete turn around the Energy Saver: 5:42 p.m., June 2, 1983. The top 
two signals are horizontal and vertical beam positions around the ring. The 
bottom signal is intensity. 

timescale that allowed 
debugging and refinement of 
before the scheduled start 
operation. 

for test 
techinques 

of beam 

Superconducting magnets are sensi
tive to beam loss and have magnetic
field characteristics different from 
conventional iron magnets. Within the 
conventional accelerator systems, par
ticular attention has been given to the 
correction and adjustment coil system 
and to the beam-position and loss
monitor systems. 

The beam-position and loss-monitor 
systems were planned with the view that 
one wanted to obtain the most informa
tion possible from a single shot of 
injected beam. If the magnets quenched 

because of the beam being mis-steered, 
corrective action could be taken during 
the quench-recovery time (typically, 10 
minutes to 2 hours) and the beam could 
get further on the next pulse. Special 
attention was also given to being able 
to run at very low intensity (10 In p) so 
as to reduce the magnet-quench proba
bility. Thus the system was required 
to be very sensitive and at the same 
time very flexible, because it must be 
able to gather and store one-turn 
information and closed-orbit informa
tion at many positions and times 
through the cycle. 

The one-turn position information, 
coupled with the one-turn abort system, 
and beam-loss information proved to be 
very effective in locating obstacles in 
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Control Room display of orbit position and beam loss during injection. 

the aperture and in obtaining correct 
injection conditions, including guide 
field setting. The one-turn and 
closed-orbit information can be relayed 
to a program that determines dipole 
correction-coil adjustments. As it 
turned out, the closed orbit did not 
change appreciably wi th exci ta t ion, 
making the problem of accelerating to 
higher and higher energies less arduous 
than expected. The ability to abort 
the beam on loss has been of substan
tial use in trying to go to higher 
intensities, especially during extrac
tion studies. The turn-by-turn posi
tion information has been of great 
value, not only at injection time for 
minimizing coherent oscillations, but 
also for minimizing injection guide
field mismatch and for doing tune 

measurements 
"pinger" to 
oscillations. 

at a ny 
induce 

ex~citation with a 
coherent betatron 

The correction-coil system is 
composed of corrections and adjustments 
for steering, tune and chromaticity 
control, and resonant-extraction 
control . The system allows for pro-
gramming control of all circuits from 
injection to full excitation. It is 
desirable to be able to center the beam 
accurately with dipole corrections at 
any excitation, thus making full use of 
the available aperture. This is 
particularly true at extraction time, 
when the resonant beam is making large 
excursions. The system allows for any 
unexpected shift or rotation of the 
main magnets with excitation, quench, 
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Vacuum work on the Energy Saver. 

or upon a warm-up! cool-down cycle, 
witholll recourse to magnet realignment, 
which ,'lOuld be somewhat risky to the 
vacuum integrity . Although the initial 
magnet-survey alignment and stability 
of the superconducting magnets so far 
seem good, the advantages of the full
excitation corrections in operational 
convenience seem well worth the expense 
in this machine and in any future large 
rtccelerrtt0r where strength of 

superconducting correction is not a 
problem. 

Here again the control system 
plays an essential role in the success 
of these sophisticated correction and 
detection systems. Extensive use of 
microprocessors to provide local 
control-curve genera tion and data 
storage has been a fundamental feature 
of these systems. 
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BI2 test area. 

Magnet String History 

The importance of the test efforts 
carried out during the Energy Saver R & 
D and Construction Phase cannot be 
emphasized enough. These test efforts 
included: 1) vertical dewar tests of 
short magnets and cable in order to 
measure quench propagation, to conquer 
coil motion, training and quench cur
rent restrictions of the basic coil 
package; 2) both room-temperature and 
cold magnetic measurements to obtain 
and maintain the necessary field 
quality and reproducibility during 
prototyping and construction; 3) the 
establishment of the BI2 test area (an 
above-ground 
located near 

magnet string test area 
station BI2 of the Main 

Ring tunnel), and finally 
system testing in A Sector. 

4) tunnel 

The BI2 test area was where 
installation and vacuum problems were 
first addressed, then cryogenic opera
tion, then quench propagation in the 
magnet-string environment. Quench
protection, power supply, vacuum, 
refrigeration, and control systems 
prototyping were also done here. 
Tunnel tests were done on individual 
magnets, on strings of prototype 
magnets, and on the A Sector R&D final 
system. This progression from single
component tests to the final large 
integrated systems tests over the 
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Dave Augustine (front) and Wayne Hibbard connect vacuum pumping equipment. 

period of about nine years undoubtedly 
has been of paramount significance in 
the rapid turn-on and commissioning of 
the accelerator. 

Talk about the idea of a super con
ducting magnet system started as early 
as September of 1970, but no serious 
discussions began until the fall of 
1972, after the Main Ring had begun 
operation at 200 GeV for fixed-target 
experiments. Organized and committed 
R&D effort on the Energy Doubler began 
in the first part of 1973. By 1975, 
two tests had been carried out in which 
prototype magnets had been installed in 
the tunnel and beam transported through 
them. Not only were these installa
tions basic milestones in the 

construction of 
also they gave 
sensitivity of 
to beam loss. 

cryogenic systems, but 
valuable data on the 

superconducting magnets 

Early in 1976, the B12 test area 
was started with one 10-foot magnet. 
Tests continued until late spring of 
1981, when the start of final installa
tion in the tunnel took priority. The 
B12 area was reconfigured a nwnber of 
times. It progressed to two 10-foot 
magnets, then two 22-foot magnets, then 
a four-dipole string which could not 
ramp above 2000 A because of an 
inadequate relief-valve system. The 
next configurations had two half cells 
of magnets, then four (one quad and 
four bends per half cell). The bends 
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were s till of the longer 22-foot 
variety. The final configuration had 
four half cells of the final ring
quality magnets and final correction
coil spools. A number of the configur
ations were changed when the tests 
terminated by the magnets blowing up. 

Tunnel tests on magnet strings 
were carried out in two steps prior to 
the final ring installation shutdown. 
At the end of 1978, five half-cells of 
magnets were successully installed, 
made leak-tight, and cooled down. A 
100-GeV beam was extracted from the 
Main Ring and transported through these 
magnets for 500 feet. Even though 
these magnets could not be ramped to 
appreciable exci tation because of lack 
of quench-protection heaters, this was 
another important step in system 
development as well as a further test 
in transporting beam through magnets. 
One learned about how to survey the 
magnets (there were no correction 

coils), learned about quenches from 
injection errors, and to some extent, 
field stability after quench, and also 
tested the position-detector system. 

The most significant and final 
test program, "The 3/4 A-Sector Test" 
was carried out in the first half of 
1982. It represented a full system 
test of 1/8 of the final ring compo
nents and controls. It tested to full 
potential all the cryogenic systems and 
pressure piping, the power-supply 
system and the quench-protection 
system. Extensive tests were performed 
to determine the possibility of 
voltage-to-ground breakdown of the 
electrical system during quench. The 
successful carrying out of the test was 
the final step in development of an 
overall system that would be reliable 
enough for operation when beam 
commissioning started about one year 
later. 
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Magnet Test Facility. 

Magnet Production Facility. Dipole coils are wound at the far end and completed collared 
coils are stored at the near end. • 
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Magnet Installation 

The rlipole production and instal
lation time schedule is illustrated in 
the accompanying graph. It stretched 
over a four-year time period, beg inning 
in the summer of 1979, when the 
decision to shorten the bend magnets 
from 22 feet to 21 feet was made in 
o rder to allow dedicated space for 
correction coils, instead of building 
them in the quadrupole magnet. The 
construction authorization for the 
proj ect was given at this time and new 
shorter coils were soon available. 
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Availability of complete magnets lagged 
because of a movement problem found in 
the anchor system that ties the coil 
assembly to the outside of the 
cryostat. The learning curve is 
apparent both in the magnet production 
and in magnetic measurements. Coil 
production dropped off in 1982 because 
of problems in obtaining conductor. 
The gap between the curve of "measure
ment complete" and "available for 
installation" reflects not only the 
delay for paperwork between the time of 

measurement and the time at which the 
data became available, but also the 
need for a buffer from which to sort 
and select magnets to compensate for 
variations in field quality. It also 
reflects the fact that a number of 
magnets required rework in order to 
bring them up to the quality of the 
accep tance specification. 

Initial installation proceeded 
during a shutdown in the summer of 
1981, for a month at the end of 1981, 
and then the final installation starterl 
in June of 1982, with the last magnet 
going in the ring on March 18, 1983. 
Leak checking was first carried out on 
strings of four dipole magnets. Then 
quadrupoles and spoolpieces were 
installed for final leak check. Gener
ally , special components were not quite 
ready when first needed, but did not 
hold up leak-check appreciably because 
of the op tion of moving and working in 
o ther sections of the tunnel. 

Near the end of installation, the 
time delay between when magnets were 
first moved into A-Sector and when the 
string was finally cryogenically cold 
was six months. 

Manpower for tunnel magnet instal
lation, survey, flange hookup, and 
vacuum leak check took at peak about 54 
people total. The total time period, 
counting work done in 1981, was about 
15 months. 

Handling damage during installa
tion continued to be a problem through
out installation and many repairs were 
required in place in the tunnel. 

Partway through installation a 
very high failure rate of the vacuum 
seals was experienced. This prac
tically brought leak-checking progress 
to a stop. New types of seals reduced 
failures to an insignificant level. 
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There were worries that hipot of 
the magnets might be a problem, but no 
real difficulties were encountered 
during installati on . 

Specific failures that required 
warmup af t er initial cooldown , and 
remaining known faul ts are fortunately 
small enough t o enumerate . Two cryo
sec tions (each 1/24 of ring) required 
warmup because of leaks and broken 
ceramics on co rrec ti on leads. One 
dipole with a turn-to-turn short was 
found . (Later, when the collared coil 
was removed from the cryos tat, the 

short disappeared.) Two splices of the 
power bus at interfaces were not 
soldered during installation . Six beam 
detectors near straight sections were 
in the wrong orientation (a universal 
accelerator problem) and five others 
had internally broken electrical 
connections out of over 200 units . 
Three correction magnets out of about 
700 had low impedance to ground . Leaks 
in the insulating vacuum at eight 
locations required additional external 
pump carts to maintain sufficiently 
good vacuum . 

Power Tests and Commissioning 

Power-test commissioning history 
is given in the accompanying table. A 
total of 46 days over a four -month 
period were required (not counting the 
3/4 A-Sector Test) to t est the quench
protec ti on system and ramp the magnets 
to 500 - GeV exci t ation . During this 

time, the one magnet with a turn-to
turn short and two bad spl iced joints 
were discovered. This fast turn-on did 
not allow much time for system 
reliablity to be hardened, as was 
reflected in later operation during 
beam tests. 

Power Test 1983. 

2-22 

1 
3-3 

3-4 

! 
4-15 

4-1 5 
4-22 

5-6 
5-7 
5-8 

5-11 

(660 A = 150 GeV) 

E & F Sectors 

500 A-I powe r supply. 
Quench b ypass studies and 
power lead quenches. 

2 kA 

Harm E-sector 
vac uum leaks 

to repair 

4 power supply operation 
Beam studies 

C, D, E , & F Sectors 

1 power supply 
660 A 
4 power supplies-can't ramp
bad dipole 
Located bad dipole, C29-3 

5-12 
5-14 

5-25 
5-26 

5-31 
6-1 

6-15 
6-16 

6-2 
6-4 

D, E, F, Sectors 

660 A 
2kA 

D, E , F, & A Sectors 

900 A-Discover bad splice 
Locate-A22 

B, C, D, E, F, & A Sectors 

220 A-Discover bad splice 
Locate-B46-1 
100 GeV beam studies 

to 6-14 Repair A & B 
Ramp to 400 GeV (1770 A) 
Ramp to 500 GeV (2220 A) 

Start be.3.m t ests 
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Beam 'rests and Commissioning 

A chronology of the beam tests and 
commissioning pe~iod is given in the 
accompanying table. The beam tests 
started April 22, 1983, with two 
weekends devoted to single-pass beam 
through E and F Sectors (one-third of 
the ring ) before the full ring was 
completely installed and powered. Beam 
was transported through the two sectors 
within about 15 hours after first 
starting to inject. The majo~ 

confusion during this exercise occurred 
because the first four out of five 
horizontal detectors were reversed in 
pola~ity (very few reversals were found 
in the rest of the ring). The rest of 
the time during these weekends was 
spent in testing the injection kicker 
(not required for a single pass), 
injecting into ramping magnets, and 
exercising a correction-dipole tuning 
prog ram and exploring the aperture. 

Beam was not injected again until 
June 2, when the ring was complete, but 
limited to 100-GeV excitation because 
of the bad bus splices. The 
correction-coil settings scaled from 
the April run were used in E and F 
Sectors and one turn of beam obtained 
within two hours of available beam 
time. The initial first-turn beam 
position data are shown in Figure 2. 
Beam is injected at the beginning of E 
Sector. Only a few steering cor~ec

tions (approximately 6) were set in 
Secto~s A, B, C, D. 

An indication of up to 13 turns 
was obtained before turn-off two days 
later for warmup and repair of the bad 
bus splices. There was no real time
intensity signal available and the 
indication of turns came from the posi
tion detector turn-by-turn measurement
via the computer and perhaps was not 
the most credible of measurements. 

Startup at 150-GeV injection began 
on June 17 with ls0-GeV dc excitation . 
Up to 20-30 turns were obtained rather 
quickly but attenuation from turn t o 

turn was severe . Over the next eight 
days, three aperture restrictions were 
found . The ability to look at single
turn beam positions and the ability to 
stop the beam after a fraction of a 
turn or after one- and-a-half turns, 
either by using the single turn extrac
tion abort system , or by kicking the 
beam into straight sections using the 
strong dipole corrections, was of great 
help in finding these problems . There 
could be no confusion about losses from 
multiple turns. In the abort straight 
section CO, we found that an error had 
been made in the design of some beam 
pipe, severely limited the aperture . 
In the AO extraction straight section, 
a wad of paper was found at a flange 
joint where it had been forgotten after 
modification of the pipe. At station 
E47 in a cryogenic region, an obstacle 
was detected which appeared to cover 
the lower half of the beam pipe . Beam 
could be steered around it without 
difficul ty. Upon subsequent warmup of 
the region much later, nothing was 
found . Once the obstructions were 
corrected, coasting beam was easily 
obtained and the rf was turned on and 
acceleration checked by moving the 
radial beam position with the rf 
system . 

Once 0 . 8 sec of good beam to the 
abort time was established, ramped 
excitation, first to 250 GeV, then to 
512 GeV, began. Beam accelerated with 
only minor difficul ty . Dipole correc
tion coils are automatically scaled 
with energy and needed little change 
with excitation . 

Acceleration to 512 GeV was 
obtained on July 3 , 1983, after about 
210 hours ot available system uptime 
and about 20 operating days from the 
start of full-ring operation . 

After beam had been accelerated to 
512 GeV, 
adjustments 
order to 

numerous 
at flat 

prepare 

measurements and 
top were taken in 

for resonant slow 
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Beam Measurements and Comparison with 
Magnetic Measurements 

Orbit measurements have hee n 
carried out to a level of detail proba
bly somewhat greater at this early 
stage than any previous accelerator. 
In addition, the magnetic fields of the 
magnets were measured before installa
tion in equally great detail. It is 
therefore possible to compare the 
results of beam measurements with beam 
performance expected from the measured 
magnetic fields and some of this has 
been done. 

There is general agreement, but 
also some inconsistencies between the 
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e xt r action . These measurements 
i nc luded : t une , tune vs . radial posi
t i. on (~p/p) , and horizontal-vertical 
coup ling . Adjustments of t he chromati
c i t y and minimiza t ion of the coupling 
we re performed . Highe r-order 
c o rrection magnets we re tested and bea m 
r e s onance s expl o red . 

These me asure men t s t ook about 
three weeks (165 hours available 
uptime ) with an in t erruption of one 
week downtime to change a clogged 
fi lt er in the Central Helium Liquefier 
cold box . On Aug ust 2, 512-GeV beam 
was successfully r e sona ntly extract ed 
and tra nsported t o the beam dump in t he 
bea m swit c hyard a r ea . 

Ream Te st a nd Commis sioning . 

--RO ------ - - - -------------------------- ----------- 4/22 

- - 50 

+ St a rt injec tion at EO 
First 4 out o f 5 hor izon t al de tec t o r 
r evers ed pola r i t y 

+ Beam t o e nd o f F- sec t or (AO) 150 Ge V dc 

Test inje c tion k i cke r 
------- - ----- -(ins t all a tion) - - --------- - --- - -

Ramp magnets & t r a nspo r t beam 
Explo r e a pe rt u r e 
Exe r cise tuning pr ogram 

o - - --- (fi nish ins t a l la t io n & powe r t ests)-----
+ 1s t turn 
+ Possibl e? 13 t urn s 
------------ (fix had magnet splices)- ---------

+ 20- 30 turns 

100 + CO a pe rture r es tr ic t ion fo und 

+ E47 obs t acle triangul a tion 
+ AO pa pe rwipe wad f ound 
+ Coasting beam, 200 ms t o a bort time 
+ 1s t turn tune evaluation & skew quad setting 

RF on - good coasti ng beam & r f r adi a l pos it ion 
c hange accompl i shed 

+ 800 ms beam t o a bort time 

+ 250 GeV beam 
200 + 5 12 GeV beam 

300 

+ Tune v s 6R & coupl ing measurements 
a t 512 Ge V compl e t e 

------- -- (change f i l t e r CHL cold box )- ----- ---

E&F sect or t ests 
We ekend 1 

4/ 24-4 / 29 

E&F se c tor tests 
Weeke nd 2 

5/ 1- 6/2 

100 GeV dc 
6/4 - 6/ 16 

6/ 18 
150 GeV dc 

6/22 

6/25 

6/26 

6/28 

7/ 3 

Ramped 

7/ 15 
7/ 16- 7/23 

+ Coupling measuremen t a t l a r ge orbi t dis t ort ions 7/24 

375 

400 

+ Ze r o ha rmoni c oc t. t est tune v s 6R 
Ramped 

+ 1/ 2 intege r s t opband me as urement 

+ Compl e tion o f 39th ha rmonic ci r c l e study 7/3 1 

Be am r e s onant ext r ac tion & tran s po r ted t o SY dump 8/2 
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The completed Energy Saver. 

Operational Experience and Reliability 

The reliability during the beam 
commissioning time was very poor, as 
can be seen by comparing the number of 
days it took for any phase with the 
amount of available uptime. (Available 
uptime is defined as any time when 
there was not recorded downtime. It 
does not reflect the inefficiencies of 
interruptions and confusion when con
trols do not seem to respond, for 
example.) Actual usable uptime seemed 
to the crews to be about half of what 
is indicated here. Whole shifts would 
go by with nothing productive accom
plished. We have always planned on 
poor reliablity in initial operation 
and the data gathering of beam infor
mation was very effective in making 

efficient use of beam when it was 
available. 

The accompanying graph illustrates 
the amount of downtime caused by 
various systems in the Energy Saver and 
caused by the conventional accelerator 
(Linac-Main Ring). Down-time increased 
substantially when ramping of the 
superconducting magnets was initiated 
and proper cooling required full 
Central Helium Liquefier output. 
Quench recovery, which was not a 
problem at 150-GeV dc operation, took 
considerably longer when quenches 
occurred at higher excitation. Failure 
of a number of devices could cause 
quenches that took much longer to 
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I-TeV beam extraction equipment at AO. 

recover from than the adjustment or 
repair of the original problem. The 
refrigeration system was more reliable 
than expected, probably because of the 
reasonably long time (3 months) over 
half the system had been in operation 

10 ZO 30 40 50 60 70 

before beam time. On the other hand, 
the power-supply quench-protection 
system had little operating time before 
beam startup. 

CONVENnONAL ACCELERATOR 

SATELLITE REFRIGERATORS ~mffi'lo'm:;;;"77:'1 

POWER SUPPLY 
OCEN'H PROTECTmN 

QUENCH RECOVERY 

OTHER ENEf'GY 
SAVER SYSTEMS 

i 
HOURS 

200 300 HOURS 

~~:;-:.r DOWNTIME DURING SCHEDULED OPERATION 
BY SYSTEM OR CATAGORY 

~ 6/VB3 - 7I2IB3 OC INJECTION EXCITATION 

~ 7/3/B3 - B/VB3 RAMPED (512 GoV) EXCI,ATION 

c::J OTHER SYSTEM FAILURE LEAD:NG TO OUENCH RECOVERY 

TOTAL AVAILABLE TIME 
FOR dEAM 5 TuOIES 
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One of the first designs for the Energy Saver with respect 
to its position in the Main-Ring tunnel. 

Energy Saver Chronology 

Discussions of adding super-
conducting magnets to ring. 

RRW announces intention to 
request authorization 
build Energy Doubler. 

Carrigan suggests 
Doubler for colliding 
(FN-233). 

to 

using 
beams 

FN-235 reports first small 
model quadrupole (Sheldon, 
Strauss). 

Working group established. 

R&D started. 

4-73 

5-73 

1-74 

5-75 

7-75 

8-75 

First magnet tested. 

First preliminary design 
report (TM-421) • 

Energy Doubler Design Study 
Progress Report. 

Beam transported through one 
3-ft magnet at B12. Magnet 
hung on tunnel ceiling. 

Central Helium Liquefier 
Satellite concept developed. 

Beam quench studies on early 
superconducting magnet in AO 
extraction line. 
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Energy Saver Chronology 

12-75 External collar concept de
veloped. 

2-76 B12 above-ground test area 
started. 

1976 About ten 22-ft magnets made. 

1977 B12 test area-four magnet 
string test started < 2000 
A. 

12-78 

5-79 

Beam transported 
22-ft magnet (20 
quads). 

AO to A17, 
dipoles, 3 

Final design report-change 
magnet design length to 21 
ft. 

6-79 

7-79 

12-80 

1-81 

3-81 

5-81 } 

12-81 

B12 test area-16 22-ft 
magnets, 4 quads instal-
led. 

Start of construction. 

Start installation of A-
sector. 

B12 test area-16 21-ft 
magnets, 4 quads, instal-
lation starts. 

B12 test area-start 
on final magnets. 

tests 

Installation of 3/4 A-sector. 
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Leon Lederman and Linda Klamp celebrate 512 GeV. 

Energy Saver Chronology 

1-82 

6-82 

3/4 A-sector 
test to 
4200 A 

Cryogenics 
Power 
Voltage-to
ground 
Quench Protec
tion 
Pressure Tests 

6-82 400 GeV program terminated. 

3-83 Magnet installation complete. 

5-83 

6-2-83 

Entire accelerator cooled to 
liquid helium. 

First full turn. 

6-26-83 Many turns: coasting beam. 

7-3-83 

8-2-83 

Beam accelerated to 512 GeV. 

Extraction 
Areas. 

to Experimental 

8-15-83 Beam accelerated to 700 GeV. 

10-1-83 Experimental program starts. 

1-10-83 Beam physics program; storage 
for over 30 hours. 
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Conclusion 

The Energy Doubler gives every 
indication of being a very stable, 
rational accelerator with no particular 
aperture problem and with classical 
optical properties. It still must get 
to design intensity and energy. 
Problems that occurred during instal
lation and commissioning were suf
ficiently small as to allow enumer
ation. None seem fundamental at this 
time. The long, careful test program 
was probably instrumental in making for 
a rather rapid turn-on period. 

On August 15, 1983, beam was 
accelerated to 700 GeV and on August 
19, a test of the controls for beam 
storage was attempted. Beam was held 
for about 13 minutes before being 
aborted on command. Beam attenuation 
during this time was less than 3-4%, 
even though all 12 power supplies were 

on and no attempt was made to select 
any particular tune value. The major 
technical goals of a superconducting 
accelerator have been achieved. 

The conception of the Energy 
Doubler is due to the imagination, 
determination, and foresight of R. R. 
Wilson. The success of the magnet pro
gram has its foundation in the work of 
Alvin Tollestrup. The envi ronment for 
success has been generated under the 
direction of Leon Lederman who made 
this project the number one priority of 
the Laboratory. 

The professionalism, desire for 
excellence, and commitment of the 
Fermilab employees to schedule and pe r
formance have brought this project to 
realization. 
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III. CDF, The Collider Detector at Fermilab 

Introduction 

By now, almost everyone who visits 
or works at Fermilab has passed by the 
large orange building on Road D between 
Batavia Road and the Central Labora
tory. This building, known as the BO 
Collision Hall and Assembly Area, is 
the home for a large experiment being 
built to measure what happens when 
beams of protons and antiprotons, 
counter-rotating in the Tevatron, 
collide head-on. 

The apparatus for this experiment 
is called CDF, the Collider Detector at 
Fermilab. When experiments using CDF 
begin in 1985-1986, they will be 
observing the highest-energy collisions 
ever produced in a laboratory, some 
three to four times the highes t avail
able now at the CERN laboratory in 
Geneva, Switzerland. These very high 
energies allow physicists to probe much 
deeper into the structure of matter 
than heretofore possible. We are not 
sure what will be found with CDF--that 
is the excitement of high-energy 
physics--but we do know that it will 
make significant contributions to our 
knowledge of the subnuclear world where 
current understanding is incomplete. 

This article will look at some of 
the kinds of physics questions that can 
be addressed by a detector such as CDF; 
these considerations are what led to 
the basic design of CDF. The hardware 
being constructed for CDF will be 
described. Finally, some of the plans 
for using CDF will be mentioned. 

A major high-energy physics enter
prise such as this one is really a form 
of high adventure, much like the 
Spanish voyages of discovery or an 
Himalayan climbing expedition. To suc
ceed, these enterprises demand the 
talent, dedication, and hard work of a 
large number of individuals. In the 
case of CDF, physicists and secretar
ies, engineers and technicians, drafts-

men and machinists, students and busi
ness managers are all part of the 
enterprise. All told, there are 200 
people all over the world working dir
ectly on CDF. They come from ten U. S. 
universities (Brandeis, Chicago, Har
vard, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Purdue, 
Rockefeller, Rutgers, Texas A&M, and 
Wisconsin), three U. S. national 
laboratories (Argonne, Fermilab, and 
Lawrence Berkeley) and two foreign 
countries, Italy (Italy--University of 
Pisa and Frascati National Laboratory) 
and Japan (Japan--KEK National 
Laboratory for High Energy Physics, 
Fukui University, Saga University, and 
Tsukuba University). 

Like other great adventures, CDF 
also needs its ships and supplies. The 
major funding for CDF comes from the 
U.S. Department of Energy. The DOE 
equipment funds are managed by the CDF 
Department at Fermilab and are dis
tributed to the U.S. university and 
laboratory groups. The U. S. National 
Science Foundation supports CDF princi
pally through two of the collaborating 
university groups. The second largest 
source of funds for CDF is the Japanese 
Ministry of Education through the joint 
U.S./Japan Accord program for high
energy physics. The Japanese MOE also 
provided important support for the 
superconducting solenoid coil through a 
special program with Tsukuba Univer
sity. Significant support for CDF is 
being provided by the Italian govern
ment through INFN. 

Another essential ingredient in 
the experiments planned for CDF is the 
source of antiprotons being built by 
the Tevatron I group at Fermilab. This 
is an extremely challenging and inter
esting project in its own right, but 
space does not permit an adequate des
cription here. It will simply be 
assumed that the antiproton source 
provides intense bunches of antiprotons 
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DO 

The Fermilab ring and t he collision points at BO and DO. 

that are storeo ann circulate in the 
Tevatron. Since antiprotons have the 
opposite electric charge as protons, 
they will circulate in the opposite 
direction to protons, but on the same 
path. Both the protons and antiprotons 
will be confined to sausage-like 
bunches, approximately 1 meter long and 
less than a millimeter in diameter . It 
is expected that there will be three 
such bunches of protons and three 
bunches of antiprotons, each set being 
equally spaced around the Tevatron . 
There they travel at very nearly the 
speed of light for periods of several 
hours while the experiments are in 
progress. Collisions between the 
bunches of protons and antiprotons will 
actually take place at six points 
around the Tevatron. CDF will observe 
the collisions that take place in the 
BO straight section; another experiment 
now just beginning to be organized will 
operate at a second region called DO. 

No attempt will be made here to 
identify all of the specific contri
butions being made to CDF by individ
uals or collaborating institutions; 
this is simply too large a task . The 
problem of coordinating the construc
tion of complicated detector components 
that are being built allover the world 
is an interesting one, however, and 
some of these coordinating efforts will 
be described. 

Physics 

The pas t f i f teen years have been a 
revolutionary period in the understand
ing of the basic constituents of matter 
and the forces between them. Physi
cists immodestly include everything in 
the universe when they talk about mat
ter . Their hope is to gain an under
standing of all the diverse behavior of 
all the matter around us by trying to 
break matter into smaller and smaller 
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pieces and discovering the force laws 
that govern the interactions of all the 
pieces. It is very much an open ques
tion whether this process will ever 
end, but most physicists would like to 
find a basic or fundamental set of 
building blocks out of which everything 
is made. 

The essential fact that has 
emerged over the past few years is that 
all matter is made out of just two 
classes of elementary building blocks 
or constituents. The particles that 
make up one of the classes are called 
"quarks"; members of the second class 
go by the name of "leptons." For each 
quark or lepton, there is a kind of 
mirror partner known as an antiquark or 
antilepton. The antimatter that is 
made from antiquarks and antileptons is 
not found under normal conditions, but 
it is routinely produced at high-energy 
particle accelerators such as Fermilab. 

UNSCATTERED 
QUARKS 

UNSCATTERED 
QUARKS 

QUARK 2 

SUB NUCLEAR SCALE 

Five different kinds of quarks are 
now known; most physicists fully expect 
that a sixth will be found in the rela
tively near future. The main reason 
behind this confidence is that six lep
tons are also known to exis t and there 
are deep reasons to believe the two 
families of particles may have exactly 
the same number of members. 

The great achievement of the past 
20 years has been the realization that 
quarks are the basic building blocks of 
atomic nuclei, even though they appear 
to be so tightly bound into nuclei that 
individual quarks have never been 
broken free and isolated in the labor
atory. Nevertheless, by scattering 
particles off nuclei and other kinds of 
high-energy physics experiments, the 
picture of the internal structure pro
vided by the quarks has become incon
trovertible. Quarks are bound into 
nuclei and other subatomic particles by 
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obj ects called gluons. These are the 
carriers of the strong nuclear force. 

The most familiar lepton is the 
electron. Electrons orbit around 
nuclei to form atoms ann molecules. 
They are largely responsible for the 
chemical properties of ordinary matter 
and f or electrical conduction . 

It is interesting to note that 
essentially all matter normally 
encountered on earth is composed of 
only the two lightest quarks and 
involves interactions with only two of 
the six known leptons. To paraphrase a 
well-known physicist, when this ques
tion first arose, "Who ordered all the 
others?!." 

With so many different kinds of 
quarks and leptons, a natural question 
is whether all these obj ects are them
sel ves made out of even smaller, more 
fundamental building blocks. As yet, 
there is no experimental evidence for 
such things, but they will certainly be 
sought in the Tevatron experiments. 

The basic strategy in the CDF 
experiments on the Tevatron is to see 
what happens when quarks and antiquarks 
collide at very high energies. Because 
it is impossible to make beams of 
quarks, we plan to use the quarks that 
are normally bound in protons (the 
nucleus of hydrogen) and collide them 
with the antiquarks in antiprotons. Of 
course, what is actually done is to 
collide beams of protons and antipro
tons that are stored in the Tevatron, 
circulating in opposite directions. 

Most of the time, the protons and 
antiprotons will miss, but on rare 
occasion, the two beam particles will 
pass so close to one another that a 
quark in the proton will have a very 
violent collision with an antiquark in 
the antiproton. When that happens, 
various results are possible. In the 
simplest case, the quark and antiquark 
will bounce off one another much like 
billiard balls. If they scatter at 
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large angles from the original beam 
direction, the quark and antiquark 
"billiard balls" will move away from 
their companion quarks in the original 
proton and antiproton. 

The gluons that bind quarks in 
nuclei prevent the quarks from t ravel
ing too far (about the diameter of a 
proton or roughly 10-13 Col) before they 

are transformed into a narrow cluster 
of several energetic subatomic 
particles, built out of more quarks and 
antiquarks. These clusters are called 
"j ets"; the particles in jets are the 
objects actually observed in experi
ments such as CDF. The gluons can also 
collide with quarks or other gluons, 
giving rise to jets very similar to the 
quark jets. 

The other quarks in the original 
proton that did not collide continue in 
the beam direction and also are mani
fested as jets of subatomic particles. 
These are called "beam jets"; they 
usually travel along the original beam 
direction and are ignored as much as 
possible in experiments. A schematic 
representation of this quark-antiquark 
collision process is shown on page 61. 

A billiard ball-like collision is 
nof the only thing that can happen; the 
other possibilities are what make these 
experiments so interesting. For 
e xample, in the recent experiments at 
the CERN collider, it was found that 
occasionally the collision energy was 
transformed into new kinds of parti
c les, called Wand Z bosons. These 
particles were then observed to decay 
into leptons which were detected in the 
experiments. The original quark and 
a ntiquark actually disappeared to make 
the new particles. This was the first 
time Wand Z particles had been seen 
and their observation provided a cru
cial confirmation of the theory of the 
forces between leptons and quarks, 
which predicted the existence of the 
new particles. 

The CERN experiments succeeded in 
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finding the Wand Z particles because 
of the very high collision energy pro
vided by their proton-antiproton col
lider. No other existing accelerators 
could produce such high masses. The 
Fermilab Tevatron collider can reach 
energies several times higher than 
CERN, which puts it in position to find 
even higher-mass particles if they 
exist. The goal for CDF is to detect 
jets and leptons coming from collisions 
in the Tevatron and infer whether they 
arise from billiard-like collisions, W 
or Z particles, new and heavier parti
cles, or completely new, unexpected 
phenomena. 

The Detector 

Given these physics . goals, the 
challenge to the detector builders is 
to find practical ways to observe all 
of the particles created in the proton
antiproton collisions, the jets and 
lepton, and to interpret these in terms 
of the underlying quarks, leptons, and 
new particles such as the W's and Z's. 

An isometric drawing of CDF is 
shown on page 70 . CDF consists of a 
2000-ton central detector surrounding 
the intersection region of the beams, 
and two large forward/backward detec
tors to measure particles produced at 
small angles with respect to the beam 
direction. Not shown in the figure is 
a complex system of special electronics 
and computers that collect and process 
information from the detectors yielding 
dig ital "images of the collision 
events that can be studied by physi
cists. What are all the parts of CDF 
and how do they work? 

The essential fact that is 
exploited by all detectors in high
e ne r gy physics is that when charged 
parti c les pass through matter, they 
i onize atoms a long their path. By 
de tecting the ionization, we can follow 
the particle much like a high-flying 
j e t airplane can be followed by its 
vapor tra il e ve n though one canno t 
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actually see the aircraft. This ioni
zation is measured in several ways. In 
certain gases, the electrons liberated 
by ionization of the gas can be col
lected on wires and amplified by sensi
tive electronic circuits. The position 
of the wires and the electric charge 
collected then t ell where the particle 
went and how much ionization it left 
behind. In plastic materials doped 
with special chemicals, the ionization 
produces small flashes of light that 
are detected by sensitive photomul
tiplier tubes that convert the light to 
electrical impulses. 

Different kinds of particles 
interact differently when they pass 
through matter. One of the leptons, 
the muon, has essentially no inter
actions except for ionization and is 
capable of penetrating great distances 
through heavy materials such as steel. 
High-energy electrons interact in a few 
millimeters in heavy materials such as 
lead, gi ving rise to what is called a 
shower of more electrons and their 
antiparticles, called positrons. By 
the time the shower penetrates several 
centimeters of lead, essentially all of 
the energy of the original electron is 
converted into hundreds or thousands of 
particles in the shower and the shower 
dies out. 

The particles that make up jets, 
collectively known as hadrons, have 
interactions in ordinary matter some
what intermediate between muons and 
electrons . They can travel several 
cen timeters through iron or lead before 
new particles are created and a shower 
starts to form. The shower tends t o 
stretch out over a meter or so of iron 
before it dies out. The transverse 
size of a hadron shower is several 
centimeters; that of electron showers 
is about one centimeter in lead. In 
both kinds of showers, a measurement of 
the total ionization .gives the energy 
of the incident particle. 

Electrically 
don't ionize, hut 
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be detected. The most commonly encoun
tered neutral particles are high-energy 
photons or gamma rays. When they enter 
heavy matter, they start a shower much 
like electrons. Therefore a signal for 
photons is no track in a gas-filled 
detector, followed by a small dense 
shower in a lead-filled detector 
(usually called a shower counter). 
Neutral hadrons exist and they usually 
produce large, spread-out showers in 
lead and iron, much like charged 
hadrons. Neutral leptons, known as 
neutrinos, don't ionize and interact so 
weakly that they penetrate any prac
tical detector leaving no signal of 
their presence, except for the missing 
energy and momentum they carry away. 

Equipped with these tools of the 
detector builder's trade, we can under
stand what goes into CDF. Let us fol
low a particle created in a collision 
at the intersection of the beams. It 
first travels through vacuum until it 
passes through the 3-inch diameter 
vacuum pipe that carries the beams. 
Next, the particle encounters gas
filled tracking chambers that measure 
trajectories of charged particles. 
There is a strong magnetic field in 
this region of the detector produced by 
a 3 meter diameter by 5 meter long 
superconducting solenoid coil. Charged 
particles bend in this field, the 
amount of bend is related to their 
momentum . By measuring traj ectories in 
the tracking chambers, we know where 
charged particles are going, and we can 
measure their momenta. 

Next, the particle encounters 
shower counters. Depending on the 
production angle, different types of 
shower counters are used. For angles 
between 2 and 10 degrees with respect 
to the beam line, particles exit the 
hole in the end of the magnet and 
travel to the forward or backward 
shower counters that are made with thin 
lead sheets, separated by gas-filled 
chambers to measure ionization in the 
showers. For angles between 10 and 30 
degrees, particles hit shower counters 
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mounted on the end caps of the magnet; 
these are also made from lead sheets 
and gas-filled chambers. At larger 
angles, particles must penetrate the 
solenoid coil before entering the cen
tral shower counters which are made 
from sheets of lead sandwiched with 
sheets of scintillating plastic. 

Outside all the shower counters 
are hadron calorimeters made of plates 
of steel separated by ionization detec
tors, either gas-filled chambers or 
more scintillating plastic. The plates 
are typically one or two inches thick 
depending on the region of the detector 
and have enough plates to give at least 
a meter of iron total thickness. 

Ionization deposited in the 
various shower counters and hadron 
calorimeters is collected in cells 
called "towers" that point back to the 
intersection region of the beams. 
These towers can be thought of as 
forming a compound eye to look at the 
proton-antiproton collisions. The 
sizes and locations of the towers are 
carefully chosen to match the kinds of 
physics measurements we hope to make. 

There are approximately 4000 tow
ers in both the shower counters and 
hadron calorimeters. A single electron 
will usually show up in only one 
shower-counter cell; a typical jet of 
hadrons will deposit most of its ioni
zation in 5 to 10 adjacent shower
counter and hadron-calorimeter cells. 
In an average event, 50 to 100 charged 
tracks will be seen in the gas-filled 
tracking chambers; many of these are 
uninteresting debris from the beam jets 
and others will be clustered in the 
jets of interest or will be isolated 
leptons. 

Finally, outside all of this iron 
and lead we place more tracking cham
bers to measure the tracks of any muons 
that penetrate the entire detector. In 
the forward and backward regions, there 
are additional iron toroids that are 
magnetized to provide a measurement of 
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the momentum of muons produced at these 
small angles where the solenoid meas
urement is less effective. 

A great deal of mechanical engin
eering effort has gone into holding up 
the several thousand tons of detectors 
in CDF. The requirement that we mini
mize any dead regions, not sensitive to 
the particles we need to measure, makes 
the mechanical problems especially dif
ficult. 

One interesting solution is the 
use of "Roman arches" that are built 
out of the shower counters and hadron 
calorimeters that detect particles in 
the central region of angles. A total 
of four Roman arches will be built for 
CDF. 

Other innovative designs provide 
for moving the entire detector in and 
out of the BO collision hall rapidly 
when the Tevatron switches between 
colliding beam and fixed-target run
ning. The main structure for moving 
the detector and supporting the Roman 
arches is the 1200-ton iron return yoke 
of the solenoid magnet. 

The detector and mechanical compo
nents are only a part of CDF. We must 
also extract signals from the detectors 
and make sense out of them. There are 
more than 50,000 channels of informa
tion to be processed on any given col
lision event. Most of these have no 
signals in them, but every detector 
element struck by a particle provides 
analog or timing information that must 
be digitized and recorded for analysis. 
This is the job of the "front-end elec
tronics" and the "data-acquisition 
electronics." 

Front-end electronics consists of 
s ensitive amplifiers, analog-to-digital 
converters, fast timing circuits, and 
s o on, connected to the detector compo
ne nts. We are planning to mount much 
of this electronics right on the detec
tor to minimize cable runs, thus 
improving signal quality. After the 
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front-end electronics digitizes the 
signals and ignores channels that were 
not hit by particles, the data
acquisition electronics must bring all 
of the data together into computers for 
further analysis and storage. Because 
of the special demands made by a detec
tor such as CDF, much of this electron
ics is state-of-the-art and must be 
designed specifically for CDF. 

From the design intensity of the 
Tevatron collider and extrapolations of 
experience at lower energies, we esti
mate that the rate for producing events 
giving signals in CDF will be about 
50,000 per second. This is much too 
high for our data acquisition and com
puter systems to handle. Most of these 
collisions are uninteresting from a 
physics standpoint because the quarks 
pass too far from one another to have 
the very hard collisions we want to 
study. The rate of events we want to 
study is probably less than one per 
second. Therefore, we need a trigger 
system that keeps the interesting 
events and rejects all the others. 
This is done in CDF by a special elec
tronics system that interrogates sig
nals coming out of the detector com
ponents and makes fast decisions to 
save or rej ect the event. Physicists 
will be able to program into the trig
ger system patterns of events they want 
to keep. For example, to select events 
containing jets, the trigger is pro
grammed to respond when an energetic 
cluster of shower counter and hadron 
calorimeter towers is found. 

An elaborate on-line computer 
system involving several VAX computers 
is being developed to control the 
apparatus, trouble shoot, and record 
data. This in itself is a major 
effort, requiring many man-years of 
programming effort. The on-line com
puters will become the community center 
for the CDF collaboration when we run 
on the Tevatron. They tell the physi
cists how well the apparatus is working 
and special displays will give us a 
first look at the physics coming out 
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from these experiments. The on-line 
computers and trigger electronics will 
be situated in control rooms above the 
BO assembly area. 

The recording of interesting 
events at the rate of about one a 
second may be the end product of the 
overall detector system, but it is just 
the beginning of the physics analysis. 
An off-line analysis system takes over 
and is programmed to reconstruct as 
accurately as possible the original 
patterns of particles in the events. 
Responses in the various detector ele
ments are correlated to try to find 
leptons, jets, and the other particles 
created in these collisions. Traj ec
tories of charged particles measured by 
the tracking chambers in the magnetic 
field will be reconstructed to deter
mine their momenta. Physicists then 

will pore over these data and try to 
interpret them in terms of existing 
theories while looking for new and 
unexpec ted phenomena. While mos t of 
the data collection and analysis will 
be centered at Fermilab, collaborators 
will take summary data back to their 
home institutions for further analysis. 
Data accumulated over a few months will 
probably take yea~s to digest com
pletely. 

What might we hope to see in these 
data? We will certainly collect events 
with very high energy jets. These may 
shed light on whether quarks have a 
substructure. The Wand Z particles 
found at CERN should be produced in CDF 
at ten times the CERN rate. Many of 
their properties will be measured. A 
few rare events may be found where 
pairs of W's or ZI S are produced. 
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These should provide sensitive tests of 
theories of Wand Z particles. It is 
possi ble that exotic, very heavy par
ticles will be found that decay to 
pairs of W's and Zls. An obscure par
ticle, the Higgs particle, central to 
current theories, but as yet undetec-

ted, may be found, but its mass is not 
predicted. The very high energy of the 
Tevatron makes CDF one of the better 
bets for finding the Higgs. Of course, 
the most interesting physics to be done 
with CDF may not even be thought of 
yet. 

Current Activities and Future Plans 

The many pieces that go into CDF 
are in various stages of final design, 
prototyping, construction, and calibra
tion. These activities are taking 
place allover the world at the insti
tutions participating in CDF. Con
struction of the BO collision hall is 
complete and assembly of the major 
detector components is beginning in the 
BO assembly area. We expect to have a 
preliminary checkout run in May 1985. 

Full data-taking runs 
entire detector will 
1986. 

involving the 
begin in early 

Wi th so many components being 
built at so many different places, the 
CDF group finds itself facing many 
interesting coordination problems. An 
example of this is the final assembly 
of the central shower counter-hadron 
calorimeter modules. These are the so-
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called "wedge" modules. The main steel 
structure is fabricated at Purdue 
University. The plastic scintillator 
material and associated light pipes are 
fabricated at Frascati and Pisa in 
Italy. Scintillator material for the 
shower counters is manufactured in 
Japan and sent to Argonne National 
Laboratory, where it is stacked with 
the lead sheets and machined to tight 
tolerances. Muon tracking chambers are 
assembled at the University of 
Illinois. All of these pieces show up 
at Industrial Building 4 at Fermilab, 
where they must be put together into an 
integrated module, outfitted with elec
tronics, and tested. And not just one, 
but fifty of these modules must be com
pleted over the next year and a half. 
Needless to say, it takes the hard work 
and a good sense of humor by many 
people to make this happen. 

Another interesting problem in 
international detector-building logis
tics is the construction of the 
solenoid coil. It is being fabricated 

by the Hitachi Company in Japan, yet it 
must use standard Fermilab cryogenics 
equipment. Furthermore, its dimen
sional tolerances are absolutely 
crucial to the rest of the detector. 
Here we count on close communications 
between engineers and physicists at 
Fermilab and their colleagues at 
Tsukuba University and Hitachi in 
Japan. So far everything has progres
sed very well, but the moment of truth 
comes next spring when the coil arrives 
from Japan and we see whether it fits 
into CDF! 

The wonderful success of the 
Doubler, progress on Tevatron I con
struction, and all of the detector 
pieces coming together make this a very 
exciting time for everyone working on 
CDF. Given a little luck, we should 
see the first proton-antiproton col
lisions wi thin two years. Three years 
from now, the physicists of CDF will 
begin charting a new world of very high 
energy quark and lepton physics. 
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CDF wedge calorimeter assembly line in Industrial Building 4. 
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Alessandro Di Virgilio, Massimo Santoni, and Andrea Sansoni assemble light pipes 
in Frascati, Italy. 

Closeup of light pipes in a CDF wedge calorimeter. 

Japanese collaborators (left ro right Shoji Mikamo, Kiyoshi Yasuoka, and Akihiro 
Yamashita) set up cosmic-ray test stand for wedge calorimeter. • 
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Rich Krull (left) and Don Tinsley assemble a central calorimeter wed ge 
module. 
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Painting the rolling door at the BO collision hall. 

Closeup of light pipes and phototubes on a CDF wedge calorimeter. 
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CDF collaborators in BO Assembly Hall during a workshop meeting on early CDF runs. 
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